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In recent times, the Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad
and Tobago (TATT) has received many complaints from consumers
who turn on their television sets to view a particular programme
and instead are greeted by a “BLACKOUT” screen.
We have taken note and wish to provide some clarity to consumers
of subscription broadcast television services, more commonly
known as “Pay TV” and who experience this “BLACKOUT” screen
from time to time.
Pay TV is when a broadcaster transmits signals in a particular
format (scrambled or encrypted) and a subscription fee is charged
to customers in order to receive the signal through a home set top
box or other device.
This is different from “Free-to-Air” or “FTA” broadcasters who do
not charge a fee for your viewership but instead rely on advertising
for revenue.
Through your Pay TV provider, you receive a package of
programming which includes local FTA’s and also foreign channels
which are packaged and provided and available via subscription
only.
Both FTA and Pay TV broadcasters rely on content which is made
available to them from both local and foreign sources (content
owners). For instance, you may have a channel devoted to sports
programming in your Pay TV package. However, for each game or
programme on that channel, there is a separate owner of the
intellectual property rights in that game or programme.
A content owner can contract with a FTA or Pay TV broadcaster to
have exclusive television broadcast rights to its product in the
Caribbean region or more particularly in Trinidad and Tobago.

Therefore, you may have a foreign
channel in your Pay TV package
with certain programming
advertised to be shown
in the designated market
area for that channel, that
is to say, an area in the
USA. However, the content
owner of the particular
programme in question may have
also contracted with a regional or national
broadcaster (either FTA or Pay TV broadcaster)
for the exclusive rights to carry the programme
by that broadcaster only.
A “BLACKOUT” will therefore occur when the rights
of transmission of a particular programme in the
Caribbean region and/or Trinidad and Tobago have
been acquired by a FTA or Pay TV broadcaster and
as such all other broadcasters are required NOT to
air that programme in the particular market for
which the rights were obtained.
In such a scenario, the program is ‘blocked’ from all
other channels provided by broadcasters in order not
to violate the agreement (exclusive in many cases),
held between a content owner and a particular
broadcaster.
It should be noted that the broadcaster who has
acquired the necessary rights is not constrained to
broadcast the content at the same time at which
it would have been shown on the channel subject
to the “BLACKOUT”.
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